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ABSTRACT 

 

            The website- Treasure is an online shopping website that enables people to buy or sell waste products 

and vintage stuffs in online. It is more like an online scrap shop.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

                When it comes to online shopping it is always dresses, jewels, households etc…. Everytime it 

concentrates on new products but not old and waste products. Even they can be sold. As far as known only 

two or three Websites are known for selling old products but not waste products. So this website is to show 

how waste products can be useful. 

 

              There  might be people who wants only mordern things and there are people who like to have the old 

products collection especially on coins,utensils,car,camera etc…  So this website acts as a platform to link 

those people. We thought at times when people throw rubbishes on the trash can , we would think some trashes 
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don’t actually  look like a trash. Considering this , “ one’s trash can be another’s treasure, and so the website 

is named as treasure.  

 

               It is always being difficult to find spare parts for vintage products. But still there are people who have 

vintage products but want to sell it out and go for mordern things. But there are people who needs have the 

oldage stuffs. So this website could be indispensable.  

 

RELATED SURVEY 

          Websites that are similar to this website is OLX and Indiamart. OLX is a website that concentrates on 

second hand products and vintage products but not the waste products.  The similarity between these websites 

are there nothing to do with the creator of the website it directly deals with the buyer and seller. The onwer of 

the website won’t buy or sell things.  

 

         Indiamart is the website that sells waste products but only inside  India and not other countries. There is 

no other website that could sell or buy waste products and vintage stuffs. 

 

           Most of people prefers this online shopping as a comfortable one instead of the other methods. People 

finds this online scrap as an entirely new things and picks up to be curious about it, on its working process and 

methodology and how far it would be comfortable for them to buy and sell things.  

     

  

METHOD  

          The people who wants to buy things can get into the website by signing up. Then if they want to buy 

something from the website they need to give their details to the seller ,and they can pay the seller either online 

or offline  

 

            If they want to sell the things they must upload the image of it, then must mention it’s type and how 

much kgs it is available. They can sell the waste paper, e-waste, iron scrap etc… in only bulk not less than 

1kg. 
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          The owner of the website don’t buy or sell things, it is directly to dell with the seller of the particular 

products. The owner of the website does not buy or sell anything. Any scam or fraudulent works cannot be 

reported or claimed to the owner of the website 

 

 

OUTPUT 

   

 

 

       

CONCLUSION 

 

            • This is an e-commerce website. 

 

            •This website is designed for selling and buying vintage stuffs and old products.  

 

           •It is created for the convenient of the people to do selling or buying in online itself 

 

            •This helps people to find spare parts for vintage cars, cameras, etc…  
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             • This online shopping makes people more comfortable than shopping lively. 

 

              •Websites like OLX sells onle second hand products but not waste and old products 

               

              •When it comes to Indiamart it includes buying and selling only inside India but not other countries. 
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